Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Randomized clinical trials (RCT) represent a high level of evidence and a mainstream analysis of oncologic outcomes. However, they involve a time-consuming methodology with inherent high costs. Moreover, trials using overall survival (OS) as their primary endpoint in patients with slow progressive malignancies, such as colorectal cancer, must have longer follow-up for events to arise and thus properly evaluate potential differences in OS. In turn, long-term follow up increases cost associated with image and laboratory tests, salaries of research coordinators, pharmacists and research nurses, investigators fees, medications, etc. Therefore, such trials claim for fundings that are not always provided by governmental agencies or by pharmaceutical companies. For example, Emanuel et al [1] reviewed the cost of conducting clinical trials and demonstrated that monitoring and treating 20 patients in a 12-mo randomized placebocontrolled trial of a new chemotherapeutic agent cost more than United States $ 6900 per enrolled subject in an industry-sponsored trial. In order to reduce the cost and time to conduct RCT, investigators have looked at surrogate endpoints of OS, such as progression free survival (PFS) and recurrence free survival (RFS), as measures of clinical benefit in cancer trials. Gains in RFS associating chemotherapy to surgery vs surgery alone for initially resectable colorectal liver metastases (CRLM) have been demonstrated by phase Ⅲ trials [2] [3] [4] . While surgery plus chemotherapy has not been associated with improvements in OS in phase Ⅲ trials, it has been suggested by a meta-analysis of published data [5] . However, it is unknown whether RFS can substitute, and if so to which extent, OS in RCT of CRLM. In this regard we hypothesized that if gains in RFS predicted gains in OS, trials of new drugs in the setting of CRLM could use RFS as a surrogate endpoint, and thus expedite drug development. The objectives of this systematic review were to evaluate RCT of curative-intent treatment to resectable CRLM and to verify whether RFS surrogates OS in phase Ⅲ trials for this population.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Eligibility criteria
Type of studies: All published RCTs with curative-intent treatment for initially resectable CRLM were evaluated; curative-intent therapies were surgery alone vs associated systemic cancer-directed therapy. Two considerations were made to assume curative-intent treatment: Patients were not treated for conversion therapy because they were already resectable at the time of study enrollment and removal of all macroscopic disease (no residual disease). No language restriction was applied. Studies with extrahepatic disease were generally excluded, but when extrahepatic disease was present in no more than 5% they were accepted. Studies using regional chemotherapy or presenting initially unresectable disease were also excluded. For situations in which two studies from the same institution were identified, the most recent or the most informative study was selected unless different periods were evaluated or the data of overlapping patients could be subtracted.
Type of interventions:
Only treatments with curativeintent treatment for initially resectable hepatic lesions were evaluated. However, any standardized description of resectable disease was used to define this group of patients, as they were defined according to clinicradiological evaluation of each tumor board of their respective authors' institutions. Any additional systemic treatment was considered as the following: Adjuvant chemotherapy (surgery followed by systemic therapy), neoadjuvant chemotherapy (preoperative chemotherapy followed by surgery), perioperative chemotherapy (preoperative chemotherapy followed by surgery and postoperative chemotherapy), and targeted agents at any perioperative period. This study did not discriminate between type of liver resection or surgical techniques because all of them were procedures with curative-intent. The study also did not aim to compare types of systemic therapies or times of its administration.
Type of outcome measure:
The primary end point of the study was to describe the association between OS and RFS in the setting of resectable CRLM. Calculation of OS was based on survivorship status (deceased or alive) at the last follow-up visit as reported by RCT. Calculation of RFS was based on the first detected recurrence or the last follow-up visit without recurrence. Start time was counted as defined by each study. Imaging tests were mostly performed at 3-mo intervals until disease recurrence, as defined by RCT. The terminology chosen was RFS since all patients did not present any residual macroscopic disease after curative-intent treatment. We counted reappearance of distance and/or liver-only disease as recurrence.
Search:
The MEDLINE, EMBASE, and Scopus databases were searched using the mesh terms (''colorectal liver metastases" or "colorectal liver metastasis") and (surgery or surgical or chemotherapy or "drug therapy" or "Antineoplastic Agents") and (Clinical Trial or Comparative Study or Randomized Controlled Trial). They were filtered from January 1990 to February 2015 and only for studies in humans.
Data collection process:
Relevant data were extracted independently from all the studies by two reviewers (Raphael LC Araujo and Rachel P Riechelmann) and included study features, population characteristics, and data needed for quality assessment. For the purpose of this study, only OS and RFS were extracted according to the description provided by the authors.
Quality assessment: The RCTs were evaluated by individual components based on the Cochrane Risk-ofBias Tool (version 5.1.0). The qualitative evaluation was performed and discriminated for each RCT. This study was performed according to the recommendations of the preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analysis (PRISMA) statement. We used Begg's funnel plot as an analytic tool to detect publication bias [6, 7] .
Statistical analysis
Linear regression was performed to examine the association between HR for both outcomes. Demographics were demonstrated as percentages as appropriate. Survival probabilities were estimated by cited hazard ratios (HR) accordingly to each published study. The graph of linear regression was based on linear prediction of OS HR according to RFS HR, along with a 95%CI based on the mean. For all tests, statistical significance was defined by a two-sided P value lower than 0.05. All analyses were performed by STATA 13 statistical software (StataCorp, College Station, TX, United States).
RESULTS
We identified five RCT addressing curative-intent treatment with surgery alone or with systemic therapy for initially resectable CRLM. They were selected among 3059 articles. The flowchart of selection process is summarized in a flow diagram in Figure 1 .
This systematic review was made properly to the PRI-SMA Statement (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis). Additionally, the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias Tool was used to qualitative evaluation of RCTs, and it is described in Table 1 . As frequently seen in surgical trials, the difficulty concealing the allocation of patients and blinding in the randomization between chemotherapy and surgery first could not be granted. However, it was not considered as a drawback neither affecting outcomes directly nor compromising the primary endpoint of our review. No publication bias was demonstrated using Begg's funnel plot as depicted in Figure 2 .
Only five phase Ⅲ trials were accepted for this review, and all of them were looking for initially resectable CRLM [2] [3] [4] 8, 9] . Araujo RLC et al . RFS as surrogate of OS of resectable CRLM baseline characteristics in the studies are depicted in Table  2 . Three of them compared surgery alone vs surgery plus chemotherapy, and two RCT compared surgery plus chemotherapy on both arms, with one of them testing the addition of cetuximab, a monoclonal antibody against epidermal growth factors receptor (EGFR). Four studies had RFS as their primary endpoint. Only Langer et al [2] pursued OS as primary endpoint, but they failed to show a significant difference with postoperative chemotherapy. A total of 1162 patients (per protocol) were included in this pooled analysis. Most of them were male, the median age ranged from 60 to 64 years old, most presented colon as their primary site and with a single hepatic lesion. Comparisons of original planned and analyzed design of RCT are demonstrated in Table 3 .
A linear regression was used to fit a predict model for OS based on RFS and using HR values. The assumption of linearity was based on this formula: OS HR = (0.93 × RFS HR) + 0.14; with RFS 95%CI (0.48-1.38); standard error of 0.14, and P = 0.007. HR for RFS and OS, the originals and those assumed by the formula above are described in Table 4 and depicted in Figure 3 (the intention-to-treat analysis from Nordlinger et al [3] was used).
DISCUSSION
This systematic review and pooled analyses of published RCT of resectable CRLM demonstrates that RFS can be considered a surrogate endpoint for OS in this setting. We found a linear association between RFS gains, as measured by HR, and OS increments. This finding has numerous implications for future trial designs of new cancer-directed therapies added to curative-intent hepatic resection of CRLM. The practice of evidence-based medicine (EBM) has been in vogue in the last 30 years. Sacket et al [10] categorized levels of evidence according to quality of study designs, ranging from expert opinion (level V -the lowest level) to RCT (level I -highest level). While RCT represent the best way to deliver evidence-based medicine, over the last decades, their costs have skyrocketed, what may limit national fundings and consequently, demand forprofit sponsorship [11] . This is particular relevant for clinical cancer research [12] . The cost of RCT, including cancer trials, can be split in fixed (trial administration, hospital facilities, personnel training, equipment, infrastructure, etc.), variable (randomization, recruitment cost, patient Implementation of a protocol for postoperative management was considered the best alternative. 
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track and follow-up) and indirect costs (hospital overhead, public relations and networking, and legal consultancy) [11] . In this context, expensive new cancer drugs can cost to society in two different ways: Firstly, it costs directly to payers; and secondly, their high prices preclude new trials to compare their effectiveness against effective but cheaper alternatives [13] . Looking for oncologic outcomes in resectable CRLM, RCT can be even more expensive since OS is usually a required primary endpoint. For example, it is clear that slow-progressive tumors demand longer follow-up (more than 5 years to reach median OS, e.g.,) in phase Ⅲ trials than those just looking for RFS.
Therefore, there are several pros and cons of utilizing OS as a primary endpoint for a cancer RCT. The first issue with the measurement of OS is that the curative-intent treatment works as just first-line therapy; when disease progresses, the patient can still undergo further lines of systematic therapy or R0 surgery, what contaminates and dilutes eventual OS gains from first line. This phenomenon can sometimes be overcome by planning trials with large samples aimed to look for small statistical OS benefits. This is turn, increases the cost of conducting RCT in oncology. The argument in favor of using only OS as the primary endpoint in cancer RCT is that survival is a hard endpoint, not subjected to measurement biases. On the other hand, those in favor of surrogate endpoints for OS, such as PFS and RFS, highlight benefits in terms of faster trial results, less cost and perceived clinical benefit by patients and physicians. We argue that while both OS and surrogates endpoints can be used depending on the scenario, surrogates endpoints, if mathematically demonstrated, are useful tools to expedite clinical research and avoid unrealistically large and expensive trials, and also to early identify and stop enrollment into futile trials. PFS has been demonstrated to be a surrogate endpoint for OS in treatments for metastatic [14, 15] as well as for early stage colorectal cancer. In the adjuvant, i.e., curative setting, Sargent et al [16] pooled individual data of 18 RCT (20898 patients) for early stage colorectal cancer, showing that gains in disease free survival predicted for gains in OS. Our study resembles the results of the Sargent et al [16] because we selected studies with a population more inclined to be cured since patients presented potentially resectable CRLM and underwent curative-intent treatment. In RFS, likewise OS, recurrence is a hard endpoint that is not subject to measurement bias, although it is dependent on the intervals of radiological evaluation.
In this review four studies were powered to RFS but not OS [3, 4, 8, 9] . Although Langer et al [2] investigated OS as the primary endpoint, it failed to show any benefits of adjuvant chemotherapy compared to surgery alone. Nordlinger et al [17] reported the long-term outcomes with median follow-up of 8.5 years, which also did not find differences in OS. We recently published a systematic review and meta-analysis concerning also surgery alone vs surgery plus chemotherapy, and we found a relative increasing of 23% in OS at 5 years [5] . However, it was only possible using published data from both randomized and non-randomized trials. One may think that all these negative trials for OS suggest that larger trials would still be necessary to detect small differences in OS. We argue that this is unrealistic and that surrogates endpoints such as RFS should replace OS in RCT of CRLM.
Our study has some limitations. Despite our extensive search, only five studies were suitable to our analysis and it was conducted based on published instead of individual data. As most patients presented low volume disease, our model likely reflect CRLM patients with better prognosis and might not be generalizable to settings of bulky or conversion CRLM. Moreover, as expected, part of those patients will recur but they will still be candidate to rescue treatments (chemotherapy with or without surgery or radiofrequency ablation) [18, 19] . For theses reasons, we do not consider our formula useful for individual estimative of OS in clinical practice. The patterns of recurrence are heterogeneous and our correlations could not address such questions since they were not addressed in the original trials. The limitations of our study are those inherent of systematic reviews. And because of that, we think predictive value of RFS demonstrated by our model should be externally tested in future studies. However, we attempted to search as wide as possible, and moreover, we did not detect publication bias. Another limitation to our study and to all others in the field of CRLM is that colorectal cancer is a heterogeneos disease, with patients presenting variable outcomes even when following similar treatments.
Recently, colorectal cancer has been molecularly classified as four distinct prognostic subgroups: CMS1 (microsatellite instability and immune activation features, better prognosis), CMS2 (epithelial, with marked WNT and MYC signaling activation), CMS3 (metabolic dysregulation) and CMS4 (mesenchymal features, worse outcomes) [20] . It is clear that while perioperative benefits patients with resectable CRLM, many relapse and are not cured. Hence is crucial to properly identify the patients who are more likely to be cured or not by hepatectomy. Once this is done, the surrogacy of RFS on OS will have to be revaluated according to treatments tailored to each of these molecular subgroups.
Based on RCT, it seems that chemotherapy should always be offered as additional treatment to curativeintention liver resections, increasing RFS, and likely OS [5] . However, given the lack of evidence on OS gain by RCT, we foresee that surgical trials of systemic treatment for CRLM may prefer OS as their main endpoint. We think such approach should be revisited since larger sample than those already used would be necessary. Based on this systematic review and pooled analysis, we suggest RFS as surrogate of OS for phase Ⅲ trials comprising patients with resectable CRLM could be used.
In summary, this study demonstrates a linear prediction of OS based on RFS of RCT of patients with resectable CRLM who were managed by curativeintent surgery and systemic therapy. This association suggests that RFS could work as a putative surrogate of OS in this population, avoiding bigger, longer and more resource-consuming trials. Our model can be useful to better estimate sample size calculations of superiority phase Ⅲ trials of CRLM aiming for OS. However, future RCT should test this model to externally validate its efficiency.
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Background
Gains in recurrence-free survival (RFS) for resectable colorectal liver metastases (CRLM) have been demonstrated by phase III trials, but have not been associated with improvements in overall survival (OS). This systematic review verified whether RFS surrogates OS in phase Ⅲ trials for resectable CRLM.
Research frontiers
Although OS is considered the most appropriate outcome sought in oncology clinical trials, its use is not always feasible in trials of curative-intent treatment of CRLM. Most studies have evaluated RFS as their primary endpoint and none of them had demonstrated benefit in OS, except for a meta-analysis of published randomized trials. The study hypothesized a linear correlation between RFS and OS for this population after a systematic review of literature.
Application
This study addresses an alternative option for analyses of oncologic outcomes in patients who have undergone a curative-intent treatment for CRLM. The linearity identified suggests a corresponding comportment between RFS and
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